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In late April, Phillips London opened bidding Mindel says, “Wright said that the building was
for The Architect, a sale of rare objects designed ‘the tree that escaped the forest.’ He designed
by masters of the built environment. Organized all of its contents. The executive chair is a
by architect Lee Mindel, in collaboration with micro element in a macro scale.” Erected in
the auction house’s specialists, the sale was the 1956, the multiuse, 19-story structure housed
first of its kind and included 103 lots spanning seven residential floors and the headquarters of
three centuries, multiple genres, and the work the Harold C. Price Company, a pipeline firm
of 10 Pritzker Prize winners. Furniture, light whose owner commissioned the architect for
fixtures, and other housewares generally three projects in the 1950s.
represented the signature style of their maker:
Detailed with aluminum-trimmed windows
A snaking conference table by Frank Gehry, and patinated copper panels, the Price Tower
a birch plywood nesting table by Alvar features sharply pointed overhangs that
Aalto, and an early Septima pendant by Poul complement the angles of its custom interiors.
Henningsen were among the works up for bid. Most of the furnishings can still be viewed in
One of the more intriguing pieces was a lone their original context by visiting the building,
executive chair that stood out not only for its which now hosts a hotel and a museum for art,
flashiness, but also for its departure from the architecture, and design.
design signatures of its creator, Frank Lloyd
Of the range of seating Wright created for
Wright. Upholstered in ribbed ocher fabric, the the project, only an estimated 16 executive
steel-and-aluminum seat looks like something chairs were manufactured. Even today, Mindel
from a steampunk utopia. Its stumpy arms says, the commanding piece maintains its
project upward, atop bladelike supports with powerful presence: “The adjustable height and
irregular pentagonal cutouts.
rigid back is enough to intimidate any executive
The chair, which sold for $25,150 at the or employee.”
auction, was made for the executive offices
of the Price Tower in Bartlesville, Oklahoma,
Wright’s only realized skyscraper. “Because
of its central support and four elevator shafts,”

A sharp-angled chair made
for a boss stands out from
the designs of its creator:
Frank Lloyd Wright.
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